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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, a generalized formula for the definite integral of three associated Le- 
gendre polynomials of the first kind that arises in various physical applications i  given in terms of 
the 3F2 hypergeometric function and the 3 - j symbols. The special case, when the integral reduces 
to a particularly simple familiar expression, is also mentioned. (~) 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All 
rights reserved. 
INTRODUCTION 
Studying flows over bodies of various axisymmetric shapes is important because of the related 
engineering applications. These shapes include spheres and oblate, and prolate spheroids. The 
governing equations for the flow over oblate spheroids, written in terms of the stream function (k~) 
and the vorticity (~) in the oblate spheroidal coordinate system, take the following form [1-3]: 
cosh~sinT}( sinh2 ~ + cos2 7);  + cosh( cosh( + sin ~}~-~ sin~ = 0 (1) 
0o0(, )0o0( , ) 
(s inh2~+c°s2v)  u~ + ~-~ eosh~sin~/ 0~ 07 cosh~sinv 
= R--e cosh ~ (cosh ~;) + ~ (sin 7¢) , 
where Re is the Reynolds number. If finite differences are used to solve these equations, many dif- 
ficulties arise. These include avoiding the indeterminate parts of the equations at the boundaries, 
and handling the nonlinear part for which central differences result in diagonally nondominant 
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matrices, and others. A method which is superior to direct finite differences i the series trunca- 
tion method which involves expanding • and ¢ as follows [1]: 
kO = ~-~fn(~,t) P,~(7) dT, (3) 
n=l  
oo 
¢ = Z gn(~, t)Pln(z), (4) 
n=l  
where Pn(z) and Pln(z ) are the Legendre and first associated Legendre polynomials of order n 
respectively, and z = cos 7. Only a few terms in these expansions are needed in practice. One 
can then substitute from equations (3) and (4) into equations (1) and (2) and integrate over z 
from -1  to 1 after multiplying both sides by P~(z). It is important o observe that the series 
truncation method results in the elimination of one independent variable (7). Consequently, the 
governing equations (1) and (2) can be written in the form of a set of differential equations 
with the dependent variables being the coefficients (modes) of the series. These modes are only 
functions of the radial coordinate ~ and time. If steady-state solutions are sought, then the 
resulting differential equations are ordinary. 
The series truncation method of solution, however, requires the knowledge of integrals uch as: 
f f f k k 2 1 1 Pl(z)P,(z)P](z) dz, P,~(z)P~(z) dz, P~(z)Pn(z)P~n(z ) dz, 1 1 1 
and f ilp (z)Pi(z)P (z)dz 
Moreover, if one deals with the energy equation coupled with the flow equations, or the spinning 
sphere problem, more complex integrals over three Legendre polynomials are involved. 
One can see from the above that a general formula for definite integrals of the following form, 
where the m's and j 's are integers, is useful in these contexts. In the literature, only definite 
integrals over one associated Legendre polynomial [4], two associated Legendre polynomials in 
the case the m's are identical [5], and three associated Legendre polynomials if m3 = ml + m2 
are listed. 
THE GENERAL INTEGRAL 
If Pnm(z) is defined in accordance with reference [6] 
Prim(z)-- F(1-  m) k ,z -1 ]  2F1 -n ,n+l ;1 -m;~ , 
the definite integral of a single associated Legendre polynomial may be written as [4] 
~o 1 Pnm(z) dz = 
(-1)mTrF(1 + n + m) 
22m+lr (112 + m/2) r (312 + m/2) r(1 + n - 
x3F2[m+n+l  m-n m 3÷m I ] ,  
2 ' 2 ' 2 + l ;m+l ,~;  
(6) 
where 3F2 is the generalized hypergeometric function and m = 0, 1, 2 , . . . .  The 3F2 in (6) is not 
necessarily a terminating series. However, from equation (5) it is clear that in this paper we 
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are interested in integrals between the limits -1  and 1 rather than 0 to 1. For these symmetric 
limits, this integral (equation (6)) vanishes if the integrand Pnm(z) is odd. This function is odd 
if n + m is odd. Hence, using equation (6) one can write: 
~_P~(z) (1 + ( -1)  n+m) (-1)m~'F(1 + n + m) 
dz 
22re+iF(I/2 + m/2)r(3/2 + m/2)r(1  + n - m) 
x 3 F2 [ m + n ,m-n2  '2m 3+m] +l ;m+l ,~;1  . 
One notes here that since m _< n and n + m = n - m + 2m (and hence, also n - m) is even, the 
fraction (m - n)/2 is a negative integer or zero. Hence, for this case the 3F2 is a terminating 
series, indeed is Saalschutzian [7], i.e., 
~F~[m+n+i  ~ - .  ~ 3+m i] 
2 ' 2 ' 2 +1;m+1,~;  
r (1/2) r (./2) r(m + 1)r (-n/2 - 1 /2 )  
r ((m - -)/2 + 1/2) r(~/2)r ((m + .)/2 + 1) F ( -m12 - 1/2)' 
and one has finally the closed form expression: 
f P:~(z) dz = 
1 
(I + (-I) n+m) (-I)"~'F(I + n + m) 
22m+1r (1/2 + m/2) r (3/2 + m/2) r(1 + n - m) 
r(1/2)r(n/2)r(m + 1) r ( -n /2  - 1/2) 
r ((m - n)/2 + 1/2) r (m/2) r ( (m + n)/2 + 1)r (-~/2 - 1 /2 )  
A formula which expresses two associated Legendre polynomials as a sum over a single associated 
Legendre polynomial is: 
, / (jl + ml)!(j2 + m2)! ~ G i  (k - m2 + ml)! .-m,+,n2 
PT~'(z)P;~2(~) -- (-1)~' V(jl -m~)!(j: --m2)! -~¥m2-- ml)!" k (z) (7) 
whereG=(_ l ) - ,m+m2(2k+l ) (~ i2 j3 ) (  i, i2 k ) , [ j l - j2 [<k<j l+ j2 ,  k+j l+ j2  
0 0 - -ml  m2 TD, , - -m2 - -  - -  
even, and ( i, i2 is ) are the 3 - j  symbols. The (~ i2 k m, m2 m3 0 0 ) imposes the later condition on k since 
this 3 - j vanishes if j l  + j2 + k is odd. This result can be obtained by expressing the product 
of two spherical harmonics in terms of a sum over one spherical harmonic and then writing out 
the spherical harmonics in terms of associated Legendre polynomials [8]. 
Then, combining equations (6) and (7), 
f/ (-1)~2"/r P~' (z )P~2(z)dz -  
1 22(tm2-m'l)+1F(1/2 + [m2 - ml[/2)F(3/2 + Ira2 - m11/2) 
V( J l -~)~( J~-~)!  × ~G (_l)~+t~2_m,~) (k_+ t~21~2-~ll)!~ll)~ 
k 
2 ' 2 ' 2 2 ;1 , 
(8) 
where again [jl -j21 <_ k <_ jl+j2 and k+jl+j2 even. Additionally one requires that the integrand 
is even, i.e., j l  + ml + j2  + m2 is even. The absolute values in equation (8) are used so that the 
hypergeometric function does not contain any zero or negative integers in the denominator. The 
use of absolute values is valid because the integral in equation (8) is symmetric (the order of the 
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two polynomials i immaterial). It can be seen that the hypergeometric function in (8) is always 
a finite series, indeed is also Saalschutzian, i.e., 
3F2 []m2-m1[2 +k+l ' im2-ml l2  -k ' im2-2mlt  + l ; im2_ml i+1,3+im22-ml [ ,1 ]  = 
r(1/2)r(k/2)r( im2 - m 1 I+ 1)r(-k/2 - 1/2) 
r((Im2 -ml  I- k)/2 + 1/2)r(Im2 -ml  {/2)r((Im2 -ml I+ k)/2+ 1)r(qm2 -ml  [/2-1/2)" 
Using the above results, one may write, for even integrands (i.e., j l  + ml @j2 + m2 @j3 + m3 = 
even) 
i_11 p~ll(z)p~.~(z)p~a(z)d z ./(J2-{" '~2)'(j l "}- ml) '  
× ~n [(-1)ml+m2(2nT1) (jO1 j2 O) (  jl j2 n ) 
0 ml m2 -ml  - m2 (9) 
i_ - -m I -- 1712)! 1p~a(z)pnmi+mi(z)d z × 7ml  7 m2)! 1 
where IJl - j2[  _< n _< j l  +j2,  j l  T j2 +n is even, J3 +rr~3 +nTm2 Tml  is even, and the integral 
over two associated Legendre polynomials is given in equation (8). Similar techniques can also 
be used to obtain expressions for the integrals of four or more associated Legendre polynomials. 
If ml = m2 = m, equation (8) reduces to the standard result [5]: 
l 2 (jl + m)lA. 
1 PJm(z)PJ~(z) dz = 2jl + 1 (jl - m)! ~31~2 (10) 
and if m3 = ml + m2, then equation (9) reduces to the simple form: 
I/1P~I(z)PJ~2(z)PJ3r~a(z)dz : 2(-1)'3 ( jOl J20 j3) (jlm, Tn2J2 -m3J3 )
(11) 
,/(Jz + m3)!(J2 + m2)!(Jl + ml)! x 
V(-~3: ~ - m2)!(jl 
which in turn reduces the two special cases given in the literature if ml = m3 = 1, m2 -- 0, and 
ml = m2 = 1, m3 = 2 [9]. As known, the results equations (10) and (11) may be obtained by writ- 
ing f df~ yj:myjm = 6j,j2, f df~ yj:msy/m,yjm2 (m3 = ml + m2) in terms of associated Legendre 
polynomials and integrating over ¢, etc., where Y[n(8¢) = X/((2g + 1) /4r ) ( (g -  m)!/(t + rn)O 
( -  1)mPJ~ (cos O)e im¢. 
It is also interesting to observe that integrals of the form 
S ;  F(z) p~l (z)P~' (z)P~ s (z) dz (12) 
1 
can be evaluated using the result in equation (9) for 
Z 2 Z 2 
F(z) = z x/'l - z 2, - -  1 - z 2, 
1Vfi--Z'~_ z 2'z '  l _ z  2' lv/i-Z-~_ z2 '
(~)3/2,  ZV/~--"2, Z2, Z3, z2V~-:',...,etc. 
by applying the following standard recurs,on relations [4]: 
Z m+l ~~ 1 
V~-~ P~ (') = 2(m + 1) [(m - n)(m + n + l)Pnm(z) - P~+2(z)], (13) 
1 
zPnm(z) = 2n +'--"--~ [in - in + l)P~+l(z ) + ( n + m)pnm_l(Z)], (14) 
(15) VI T-  z2Pnm-l(z) = 1 [p~_l(Z) _ p~l (Z) ] .  
2n+l  
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Using equations (8) and (9) is a much more accurate and reliable method for determining these 
integrals than straightforward numerical computation. This is because the Pnm's have numerous 
zeros which increase as n, m increase, requiring finer and finer mesh points for accurate numerical 
integral evaluations. 
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